
The Good, The Bad, and The Ugly



Eye‐Catching Outreach Materials

Design
Text
Hooks
Graphics

Eye‐Catching Outreach Materials

Design
 Identity
White Space
Typography (DON’T USE ALL CAPS; IT’S HARD 
TO READ!)

Restraint



Eye‐Catching Outreach Materials

 Establish an identity
 Develop a logo
 Be consistent
 Use it everywhere!



White space: how to get it

Use scholar margins  
Use large margins around graphics
Use pull quotes
Start your chapters one third of the way down 
the page.

Don’t justify text
Break text up into columns



Use scholar 
margins

Use large margins 
around graphics

Use pull quotes
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This text is full justified and
it looks really cramped. It
makes it harder to read
because the eye loses its
place on the next line. Don’t
do it unless you are
absolutely short of available
space. It also creates funky
spaces if you use long words
like multidisciplinary in a
sentence.
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This text is left justified and 
it’s easier to read. Just 
because you can full justify 
you shouldn’t. See how this 
text creates little bits of white 
space at the end of each line, 
creating some breathing 
space? It’s quite refreshing.
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Eye‐Catching Outreach Materials

Text
Tell a story
Don’t use acronyms
Simplify
Use examples
Use active voice



Eye‐Catching Outreach Materials
Hooks 
Piercing questions
Startling facts
Quizzes
Contests
Humor
Games







Eye‐Catching Outreach Materials

 Graphics
 Less is more
 Clipart is free
 Use photos of people
 Use only good photos
 Use kids’ artwork







You Be The Judge



Exercise

The Good, The Bad, and the 
Ugly!


